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expensive than running the tests. Cluster-based retrieval
uses clustering algorithms to group the aﬀected tests based
on their proﬁles so that the tests whose outcomes are to be
analysed are judiciously retrieved.
In this context, after identifying the aﬀected tests
regression testing can be performed in two ways. Either the
existing clustering that was generated using the original
program version can be reused or a new clustering based
on the test proﬁles obtained from the newer version can
be generated. In both the cases, the aﬀected tests in the
clusterings are marked, and all the tests in every test cluster
whose seed is an aﬀected test are retrieved to analyse their
outcomes.
A question that arises in the cluster-based retrieval of
aﬀected tests is – whether the aﬀected test retrieval using
the newer clustering structure is always better compared
to that using the existing structure. It is likely that the
existing clustering structure is not well suited to validate
a new version as the test proﬁles over the new version
are likely to be diﬀerent than the existing ones, and this
may cause the tests to be grouped diﬀerently than before.
However, while the newer test clustering can be readily
generated, it may not reﬂect the best grouping of aﬀected
tests in many situations. For instance, aﬀected tests may
get widely distributed over the new clustering or seed of a
large cluster of highly similar unaﬀected tests may become
aﬀected. In such cases and others, retrieving aﬀected tests
using the existing clustering can lead to higher retrieval
quality with a lower eﬀort.
In this paper, we develop a cluster-based approach
called the cover-coeﬃcient clustering (C3) that retrieves
tests having similar behaviours to the aﬀected tests
for software regression testing. It is inspired by the
cover-coeﬃcient concept originally developed by Can and
Ozkarahan [10] to perform cluster-based retrieval of documents from text databases. A unique feature of this
approach is that it automatically determines the number of
clusters and the cluster seeds by analysing the input data.
Similarity among tests is characterized in the C3 approach
using an asymmetric, probabilistic notion of test coverage.
We develop a simple procedure to identify aﬀected tests by
analysing test proﬁles and describe how the aﬀected tests
are used to decide on the best C3 for validating a new
version.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, a brief overview of program execution proﬁles,
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a probabilistic notion of coverage among line-based test proﬁles is
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1. Introduction
Recently, there has been a lot of interest in using clustering
algorithms to retrieve relevant tests from large test suites.
It has been empirically observed that tests revealing the
same fault usually exhibit similar runtime behaviours [1].
Clustering algorithms aim to leverage this correspondence
by grouping tests having similar execution proﬁles. The
generated test clusterings are sampled in diﬀerent ways to
retrieve relevant tests to improve several software validation activities including observation-based testing [2]–[4],
regression test selection [5], [6], prioritization [7], minimization [8] as well as fault localization [9].
This paper considers the use of clustering algorithms
for software regression testing where a new version of the
program has to be re-tested to ensure that it is functioning correctly. In this case, the outcome of a subset of
available tests, called aﬀected tests, on the new version, is
analysed for validation. Informally, aﬀected tests are tests
that execute a modiﬁed line of a program and/or whose
outcomes are aﬀected by a program change. Analysing the
outcome of aﬀected tests for conformance is usually more
∗
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and clustering of data is given. Section 3 describes the
C3 approach to partition a test suite using test execution
proﬁles. Section 4 extends the approach to multiple versions. Procedures to identify aﬀected tests by analysing
execution proﬁles are presented. Experiments and results
are presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related
work. Section 7 concludes the paper.

clusters from the characteristics of the given data set and
performs very well in practice. The details of this algorithm
are described in the next section.
3. Cover-Coeﬃcient Clustering (C3)

2.2 Clustering Methods

The C3 algorithm that was originally proposed by Can
and Ozkarahan [10] is used for clustering text databases
using keywords. In this paper, we use the C3 algorithm
to partition a group of tests into disjoint clusters based on
their execution proﬁles. Consider a test suite T consisting
of m tests whose execution proﬁles are bit vectors of size n.
The input data for C3 is represented by an m × n Boolean
matrix E consisting of these bit vectors. The rows of E
denote the tests of T , and the columns of E denote the
lines (of code) that are executed by at least one test of T .
Without any loss of generality, we assume that each test
in T executes at least one line that is, matrix E does not
have any rows or columns consisting entirely of zero-valued
entries.
A probabilistic notion of cover coeﬃcients is used
to identify relations among tests based on their execution
proﬁles. Informally, the cover coeﬃcient of a test with respect to another denotes the extent to which the execution
proﬁle of the ﬁrst test is covered by that of the second one.
Cover coeﬃcient cij of a test ti with respect to a test tj is
the probability that a line lk executed by ti is also executed
by tj . Let αi and β j are the reciprocals of the sum of the
entries in the ith row and the jth column of the E matrix,
respectively. The cover coeﬃcient of row i with respect to
n

row j is: cij = αi × rij , rij =
(Eik × βk × Ejk ).

Clustering methods are widely used to identify similar
objects in a given group of objects [12]. The given set of
objects is typically partitioned into clusters, where each
cluster consists of similar objects. There are two classes
of clustering algorithms – iterative and non-iterative. An
iterative clustering algorithm such as K-means creates an
initial partitioning of objects into k clusters and iteratively
improves these clusters until some error criterion is met.
Iterative algorithms can be costly for large data sets and
need users to predict the number of clusters, which may be
diﬃcult.
Non-iterative algorithms such as hierarchical agglomerative clustering and C3 compute a numerical value for
how similar (or dissimilar) each pair of objects are, in the
given group of objects. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering then starts with n groups (or clusters) each containing
a single object, merges the groups with the highest similarity value, re-computes the similarity values with the
merged group as one of the objects and repeats the process.
Once objects are merged into groups, the step cannot be
undone, hence the algorithm is non-iterative. The hierarchical agglomerative clustering process terminates when
suﬃcient number of clusters are generated or objects are
too far apart to be merged. The terminating condition is
again hard for users to predict.
The C3 algorithm [10] used in this paper is nonhierarchical, non-iterative, and predicts the number of

The cover coeﬃcients of the tests in a test suite T
of size m is represented by a m × m matrix, C, whose
elements are computed using the above equation. Note
that the computation of the entry cij uses the proﬁles of
all the tests. In particular, the value of cij does not equal
the ratio of common number of lines executed by the two
tests over the total number of lines executed by the test ti .
The diagonal entry cii of the ith row is called the
decoupling coeﬃcient of that row. The decoupling coefﬁcient of the C matrix, δ, is the mean value of the decoupling coeﬃcients of its rows. If a test has a distinguishing
proﬁle, it executes lines distinct from other tests and hence
its proﬁle is not likely to be covered that of the other tests.
Therefore, it may be necessary to place this test in a separate cluster. In general, we can estimate that the number
of clusters should be high (low) when there are a large
(small) number of distinguishing execution proﬁles, which
is speciﬁed by the de-coupling coeﬃcient δ. Let nc be the
number of test clusters of a test suite T . It is estimated to
be nc = m × δ.
Test suite T is partitioned into nc (actually, nc + 1
clusters as described below) clusters by ﬁrst identifying
seed tests from T that are suﬃciently dissimilar and cover
an adequate number of remaining tests. A single seed
test is identiﬁed for each of the nc clusters based on the
clustering power of the tests. The clustering power of test
n

ti is: Pi = cii × (1 − cii ) ×
Eik .

2. Background and Preliminaries
2.1 Test Execution Proﬁles
The execution proﬁle of a test represents the runtime
behaviour of a test in the form of runtime events such as
the lines, blocks of code, branches, functions, and paths
[11]. This paper uses line-based test execution proﬁles
collected using the gcov (Gnu coverage) tool. A line-based
test proﬁle is a collection of triples. The ﬁrst element of
the triple is the execution status, the second element is
the source line number, and the last element is the code
content. The execution status has value 0 for the lines
executed 0 times by the test and has value 1 for the lines
executed one or more times by the test. The execution
status values from each test proﬁle are collated into a bit
vector that is indexed by the line numbers. The bit vectors
from all test proﬁles are combined to form a Boolean
matrix (called E matrix below) which represents the proﬁle
information for the entire test suite. The dimensions of the
Boolean matrix are given by the number of distinct line
numbers in all of the test proﬁles.

k=1

k=1
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To partition the tests in T into the clusters, the cluster
seeds are identiﬁed by ranking the tests in T based on
their clustering power. The top nc tests are chosen as
cluster seeds and are assigned to one cluster each. Ties
are broken arbitrarily. A test tj is considered a false
seed and eliminated if there exists a seed ti such that the
coeﬃcients cii , cjj , cji and cij are suﬃciently close, that
is, the magnitude of the pairwise diﬀerence of cii , cjj , cij
and cji are all within a speciﬁed threshold . In this case,
the false seed is eliminated, and the next seed in the sorted
order is picked. A threshold value of 0.001 was used based
on the spread of the seed values. However, no false seeds
were found in our experiments for our data set.
To populate the clusters, each remaining test ti of T
is assigned to a cluster whose seed tj maximally covers
ti , that is, cij is a maximal value, for 1 ≤ j ≤ nc . If more
than one seed maximally cover ti , the test is assigned to
the cluster whose maximal covering seed has the higher
clustering power (ties are broken arbitrarily). If there exist
tests in T that cannot be assigned to any of the clusters
because none of the seeds cover them, that is, cij = 0 for all
seed tests tj , these tests are collected into a ragbag cluster,
[(nc + 1)th cluster].

of all lines of v. The numerator is the total number of times
modiﬁed lines that are executed, and the denominator is
the total number of times all the lines that are executed by
the test t when it is run on v. The modiﬁcation-traversing
value of a test t in general, δ t (t) = max(δ t (t, o), δ t (t, n)),
is the maximum of the values over the original and new
versions o and n. The modiﬁcation-traversing value of a
set of tests A, δ t (A), is the average of the modiﬁcationtraversing values of the tests in A.
Deﬁnition (Aﬀected-tests). Let 0 < α, β ≤ 1, respectively, be the user speciﬁed modiﬁcation-traversing and
modiﬁcation-revealing thresholds. The set of aﬀected
tests A is a subset of test suite T such that δt (A) ≥ α
and δr (A) ≥ β.
We choose the aﬀected test set A that satisﬁes minimum requirements for both modiﬁcation-traversing and
modiﬁcation-revealing values so that both modiﬁcationtraversing/revealing tests are suﬃciently represented in
set A. As modiﬁcation-traversing tests need not be
modiﬁcation-revealing, selecting tests solely based on the
threshold α may produce an A not having modiﬁcationrevealing tests. On the other hand, modiﬁcation-revealing
tests may have very low α value, and selecting tests solely
based on threshold β may produce an A not having tests
that execute a large number of modiﬁed lines. Neither
outcome is helpful as it may cause the exclusion of certain
desirable tests from A. Note that the set A may not exist
for certain threshold values. Further, more than one choice
of set A are feasible for a given pair of threshold values.
Most modiﬁcation-revealing tests are included in our experiments when the threshold β is close to the value 1 and
α is a low positive value.
The main steps to ﬁnd a set of aﬀected tests of A from
suite T for given α and β values are:
1. Perform a diﬀ of the source ﬁles of the original and
new versions and identify the modiﬁed lines.
2. Run test suite T on both versions to generate outputs
and gcov ﬁles for each test for each version.
3. For each test t, compute δr (t) using test outputs and
δt (t, v) using gcov ﬁles and modiﬁed lines.
4. Initially, let A ⊆ T be a set of tests whose elements
have a non-zero δt value. If δr (A) < β then the set
of aﬀected tests is the empty set. Otherwise, sort A
based on δt values.
5. Eliminate low δt valued tests that are not modiﬁcationrevealing tests from the sorted list while maintaining
δt (A) ≥ α. Then, eliminate low δt valued tests that
are modiﬁcation-revealing while maintaining δt (A) ≥ α
and δr (A) ≥ β. Return the resulting set of tests A.

4. Aﬀected Tests
An existing clustering structure may not be well suited to
validate a new program version as the test proﬁles over
the new version are likely to be diﬀerent than the existing
ones, and this may cause the tests to be grouped diﬀerently
than before. One can always generate a new clustering
structure with each new program version. However, it is
not necessary that the new structure should be better than
the existing structure for validating the new version. In
many cases, certain tests called aﬀected tests, which are
crucial for validating the new version, may be retrieved
more easily using the existing structure in comparison
to the new one. In such cases, performing cluster-based
retrieval of tests using the existing structure may produce
better results. Below, we describe a simple procedure to
identify aﬀected tests by analysing test proﬁles.
A test is aﬀected if it executes a signiﬁcant number of modiﬁed lines with respect to the original and
new program versions and/or generates diﬀerent outputs over these two versions. As tests executing large
number of modiﬁed lines may produce the same output
whereas diﬀerent outputs may be produced while executing only a few modiﬁed lines, we use two values to identify aﬀected tests – modiﬁcation-revealing value (δ r ) and
modiﬁcation-traversing value (δt ).
Let R ⊆ T be the set of all modiﬁcation-revealing tests
in a test suite T . The modiﬁcation-revealing value of an
R(A)|
arbitrary set of tests A, A ⊆ T , δr (A) = |M|R|
, where
MR (A) is the number of modiﬁcation-revealing tests of T
appearing in A. The modiﬁcation-traversing
value of a test

m∈M (v) fm

t for a program version v is δt (t, v) =
, where
l∈L(v) fl
line m is executed with frequency fm and line l is executed
with frequency fl in the version v by the test t. The set
M (v) is the set of the modiﬁed lines of v, and L(v) is the set

5. Experiments
The objective of our experiments was to study whether reclustering must be performed for each new program version
or the existing clustering can be re-used for economical
retrieval of aﬀected tests. Towards this goal, the proposed
approach was implemented on a 12G RAM, quad-core
machine running Ubuntu. We studied four programs from
the software infrastructure repository (SIR) [13] – Grep,
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A from clusters other than the cluster ρj . The complement
of this product then gives the desired probability. If k > mj ,
it is not possible to choose all the tests of A without
the cluster ρj and hence Pj = 1. The retrieval of the
test set A using G is more economical compared to R, if
π G (A) ≤ πR (A). Below, we will use π(A) instead of π G (A)
to refer to the retrieval eﬀort using the C3.
To determine re-clustering points, our experiments
compared the retrieval of a given aﬀected test set A using
the original (o) and the newer (n) C3s generated from the
base and the non-base versions, respectively. Measures
consisting of the values π o (A) and π n (A) across the two
clusterings and δ o = π R (A) − π G (A) for the base version
and δn = π R (A) − π G (A) for the non-base version were used
to compare the retrieval eﬀort across versions. The retrieval
eﬀort using the original clustering is more economical if
[π o (A), δ o (A)] is lexicographically lesser than or equal to
[π n (A), δ n (A)], and vice versa.

Table 1
Unix Utility Programs from Benchmark
Program No. of Non-faulty Faulty No. No. of
Lines
Ver.
Ver. Faults Tests
Grep

10,929

v1–v5

v6–v10

20

470

Gzip

6,357

v1–v5

v6–v10

16

213

Sed

8,059

v1–v7

v8–v14

3

404

Space

9,126

v2–v4

0

500

Gzip, Sed and Space whose details are depicted in Table 1.
The size of these programs ranged from 6,300 to 11,000 lines
of C code. For all programs, version v0 was used as the base
version. This version was modiﬁed by making code changes
and/or injecting faults (pre-deﬁned in ﬁle, FaultSeeds.h) to
create several non-base versions. Five non-faulty and ﬁve
faulty versions were created and analysed for Grep and
Gzip, and seven non-faulty and seven faulty versions were
created and analysed for Sed. The faulty versions were
created by injecting, twenty faults in Grep, sixteen faults
in Gzip and three faults in Sed. We analysed 38 non-faulty
versions for Space. No faulty versions for this program
were available in the benchmark. The program Grep
was accompanied by two test suites in the benchmark.
The larger test suite containing 470 tests was used. The
program Gzip was accompanied by ﬁve test suites in the
benchmark. The largest test suite comprised 213 tests
was used. For the program Sed, the two available suites
were joined to obtain a suite of 404 tests. A test suite
with 500 tests was used for the program Space. The
tests that produced diﬀerent outputs compared to the
base version were viewed as fault-revealing tests in every
non-base version as no speciﬁcations were available in the
benchmark.

5.2 Experimental Procedure
For each non-base version of each program, the following
steps were carried out – (1) C3 and the corresponding
random clustering were generated for both base and nonbase versions. (2) Procedure to identify the set of aﬀected
tests, A, was invoked with the thresholds α = 0.25 and
β = 0.75. The set A consisted of tests that exhibited at
least 25% diﬀerence over the test proﬁles when compared
to the base version and included at least 75% of faultrevealing tests. (3) The diﬀerences over a test’s proﬁle
were determined by comparing the corresponding rows in
the E matrices of the non-base and base versions. (4) The
economy of retrieval of aﬀected tests was determined by
computing the retrieval measures π and δ for both the base
and the non-base versions and performing a lexicographic
comparison.
5.3 Results

5.1 Retrieval Eﬀort
The results obtained for all the four programs are depicted in the four bar graphs in Fig. 1. The X-axes in
these graphs specify the program version numbers, and the
Y -axes specify the number of clusters retrieved from the
clustering of the base version Go, the non-base version Gn,
δs, for the base version do, and for the non-base version dn.
Our results showed that retrieval using the base version is
equally likely to be more economical than that produced
using the newer versions; the retrieval using the newer version was more economical than that using the base version
for the programs Grep and Space while that using the
base version was more economical for the programs Gzip
and Sed. We elaborate our results below.
For Grep, around 7–9 clusters were retrieved using
original clustering, and around 5–9 clusters were retrieved
using the newer clustering. Based on the π and δ values,
it was concluded that retrieval using the original clustering had comparable performance with that using the
newer clustering for v3 and v5, whereas for the remaining
eight versions, using the newer clustering was more economical. The savings in the retrieval eﬀort due to the

A random clustering, R = {ρ1 , . . . , ρq }, corresponding to a
C3, G = {G1 , . . . , Gq }, has equal number and equal-sized
clusters as the latter except for the tests being randomly
assigned to the clusters in the former. Let A = {t1 , . . . , tk }
be the set of aﬀected tests belonging to a test suite T .
A test in T belongs to the test set A if and only if the test
either has a proﬁle containing a modiﬁed line or produces
a diﬀerent output compared to the base program version.
Let πG (A) be the number of clusters in G that contains
a test from A. Let πR (A) = P1 + P2 + · · · + Pq , where Pj
denotes the probability that the cluster ρj will contain a
test from A. The probability Pj is [10], [14],
⎧
n (m − i + 1)

j
⎪
⎨(1 −
, k ≤ mj
i=1 (m − i + 1)
Pj =
⎪
⎩1,
k > mj
Above, mj = m – size of (ρj ). If k ≤ mj , the product
computes the probability of choosing all the tests of the set
4

Figure 1. Test retrieval across base and non-base versions for Grep, Gzip, Sed and Space.
using the newer clustering. The retrieval eﬀort using the
newer clustering was better compared to that using the
original clustering in all the 10 cases. For versions v1–v6
and version v9, the π values were the same as those for
the original clustering. For versions v7, v8 and v10, the
π value was signiﬁcantly better compared to the original
clustering. These results suggest that retrieval using the
newer clustering leads to better performance in all the
versions of Space.

newer clustering ranged from 15% to 30% in these eight
versions.
For Gzip, around 1–4 clusters were retrieved using the
original clustering, and around 2–5 clusters were retrieved
using the newer clustering. Retrieval using the newer
clustering was more economical, for versions v3 and v8 with
both the π and the δ values were better than their original
clusterings. For the remaining eight versions, retrieval
using the original clustering was more economical. The π
values of the original clustering were the same or better
in all these cases. The δ values of the original clustering
were better in all cases except for version v10. Therefore,
in all these cases, retrieval can be performed using the
original clustering whereas re-clustering can be used for
maintenance.
For Sed, about 1–6 clusters were retrieved using the
original clustering, and around 1–7 clusters were retrieved
using the newer clustering. The original and the newer
clusterings have comparable retrieval performances for versions v1 and v6. The π and δ values were the same as those
using the original clustering in these cases. Retrieval using
the original clustering was more economical in all other
cases. For versions v4 and v5, the π values were the same
as those for the original clustering whereas the δ values for
the original version were better. For the remaining six versions, the π values using the original clustering were better.
These results suggest that for Sed, it may be better to
retrieve tests using the original clustering and perform reclustering primarily for maintenance in all these versions.
For Space, around 1–7 clusters were retrieved using the
original clustering, and around 1–5 clusters were retrieved

5.4 Limitations and Threats to Experimental
Validity
The threats to external validity are with respect to the
generalizations of the results. We have not considered real
industrial programs where the code base, platforms and
versioning can be much more involved including branching.
However, we have used the programs from a popular testing
benchmark which we believe reasonably represent realworld programs in terms of code, test suite sizes and
versions. Besides the correctness of data collection and
correctness of the analysis code, the threats to internal
validity concern the eﬀectiveness of the algorithm for highly
sparse matrices and aﬀected tests.
We mitigate the ﬁrst concern by using a pseudorandom procedure to generate several E matrices of varying sparsity to compare the estimated and computed values
of number of clusters and their average sizes. Systematic methods to generate highly sparse matrices can be
employed to further validate our results in this direction.
To study the performance with respect to aﬀected tests,
5

we generated diﬀerent sets of aﬀected tests by randomly
choosing the lines of interest that must be executed by
these tests. Aﬀected tests based on techniques described
in [15] can be empirically studied to further validate our
results.

may be worthwhile to compare which among the original
and the new clustering structures is more appropriate to
perform retrieval for regression testing. Another contribution of our work is a novel, empirical (non-safe) approach
based on execution proﬁles to identify aﬀected tests. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst application of
the C3 approach to cluster test cases based on their execution proﬁles for testing individual and multiple program
versions.

6. Related Works
Amman and Knight [1] empirically observed that tests
revealing the same fault often exhibit similar runtime behaviours. Clustering techniques provide one way to exploit
this correspondence by generating clusterings in which
tests with similar proﬁles are grouped into one cluster.
These clusterings can be sampled in diﬀerent ways to ﬁnd
faults, analyse a fault in detail to come up with comprehensive ﬁxes and so on. Earlier works have applied clustering techniques to improve several testing aspects including
observation-based testing [2]–[4], [16], regression test selection [6] and test suite minimization and prioritization
[17], [7].
In general, the above applications of clustering have
mostly employed Boolean valued function call test proﬁles
and used some variants of the K-means clustering along
with Euclidean distance. In [7], Boolean, line-based proﬁles are used, and the analysis is performed using agglomerative hierarchical clustering with the hamming distance.
The number of clusters and the initial seeding of these
clusters are manually chosen in all of these works. The C3
approach described in this paper is inspired by the covercoeﬃcient concept originally proposed by Can and Ozkarahan [10] and is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the earlier
clustering approaches. The C3 approach is nonhierarchical,
non-iterative, and uses a probabilistic notion of similarity
between two tests that depend on all the available proﬁles
and not just those of the two tests being compared (unlike
Euclidean distance and its variants). The C3 approach
also automatically determines the number of clusters and
performs initial seeding of these clusters.
The approach in our paper is similar in spirit to
observation-based testing where clustering techniques are
used to selectively examine test outcomes after running
them. Like observation-based testing we also assume that it
is much more expensive to examine test outcomes than running them and therefore, it is crucial to judiciously choose
the tests to be analysed. However, the proposed work is
focused on regression testing, where the behaviours of a
subset of available tests, the aﬀected (or fault-revealing)
tests, are of primary interest. Retrieving aﬀected tests
from a clustering is usually very diﬀerent from retrieving an
arbitrary group of tests as the distribution of aﬀected tests
over a clustering depends on a variety of factors including
the impact of program changes on the test proﬁles, the
noise due to the unaﬀected tests and so on. In this sense,
our work may be viewed as extending the above works on
observation-based testing to the regression testing context.
A unique aspect of our work is the comparison of multiple clusterings for performing cluster-based retrieval of
aﬀected tests. In most of the earlier works, only a single clustering has been considered for regression testing
whereas as demonstrated by our experimental results, it

7. Conclusion
This paper developed a novel approach for cluster-based
retrieval of tests for regression testing. A clustering approach based on the C3 was introduced to cluster tests
based on their Boolean valued line proﬁles. Unlike typical
clustering approaches, the number of clusters and the average size of clusters are automatically determined by the C3
approach without any additional user input. A novel and
simple method was developed to identify the set of aﬀected
tests for regression testing based on the test proﬁles. The
approach was applied to several programs (including several new and faulty versions) from the testing benchmark
SIR [13]. Our results show that the retrieval of aﬀected
tests from an original clustering is likely to lead to better
retrieval of aﬀected tests in many cases compared to that
using the newer clustering and hence must be considered
before discarding the original clustering.
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